
Local Gifts 
Souvenirs and Corporate gifts 



 
 

CERAMICS  
SARDINE 

In June during the St Anthony (patron saint of Lisbon) 
festivities, the Portuguese capital goes sardine crazy. 

The Sardine collection by Bordallo Pinheiro, the ceramics 
Factory of Caldas da Rainha, founded in 1884 by Raphael 

Bordallo Pinheiro is a reflection of how the sardine has 
become an icon of the city. 

 
Every year Portuguese and foreign guest artists send 
illustrations, and the winners will be featured in the 

yearly collection. 



 
 

CERAMIC SARDINE 
Clip Holder 

Fun and colorful  ceramic clip holder 



 
 

CERAMIC  
Swallow Bird 

In 1896, Rafael Bordallo Pinheiro registered the patent of 
his ceramic swallows, probably when realized that they 

could become a true Portuguese symbol.  
He was not mistaken, the artist’s flock of swallows began 
inhabiting the Portuguese homes, in the country as well 

as abroad, both inside and out. 



 
 

BARCELOs rooster 

IN CERAMICS 

The Rooster of Barcelos (Portuguese, "Galo de Barcelos") 
is one of the most common emblems of Portugal. 

The legend of the Rooster of Barcelos tells the story of a 
dead rooster's miraculous intervention in proving the 

innocence of a man who had been falsely accused and 
sentenced to death. 



 
 

Alma de 
Lisboa 

Set 4 Coffee 
Cups & Saucers 

Founded in 1824, Vista Alegre produces porcelain tableware, 
decorative pieces, giftware, hotelware, high quality glass  

and crystal, and 18/10 stainless steel cutlery. 
 

The modern heir of a long cultural tradition, Vista Alegre has 
been able to embrace contemporary values, which are 
reflected in countless collections created by prestigious 
international designers, such as Carsten Gollnick, Sam 

Baron, Karim Rashid, Joana Vasconcelos, Roberto Chichorro 
and Christian Lacroix, amongst many others. 

 
The Alma de Lisboa collection is based on traditional icons of 

the city and a perfect gift for Lisbon lovers, tourists and all 
those who appreciate the picturesque representation of the 

culture and the best that the city has to offer. 



Rectangular lisbon 
porcelain side plate 

Founded in 1824, the Vista Alegre Porcelain Factory was 
the first industrial unit dedicated to producing  

porcelain in Portugal.   
The modern heir of a long cultural tradition, Vista Alegre 
has been able to embrace contemporary values, which 

are reflected in countless collections created by 
prestigious international designers, such as Carsten 

Gollnick, Sam Baron, Karim Rashid, Joana Vasconcelos, 
Roberto Chichorro and Christian Lacroix,  

amongst many others.  
 

The design on this plate reflects that of the viewpoint of 
São Pedro da Alcântara with the downtown area of 

Lisbon and the iconic St. George’s Castle.  

 
 



Porcelain portuguese 

pavement tray 

Founded in 1824, the Vista Alegre Porcelain Factory was 
the first industrial unit dedicated to producing  

porcelain in Portugal.   
The modern heir of a long cultural tradition, Vista Alegre 
has been able to embrace contemporary values, which 

are reflected in countless collections created by 
prestigious international designers, such as Carsten 

Gollnick, Sam Baron, Karim Rashid, Joana Vasconcelos, 
Roberto Chichorro and Christian Lacroix,  

amongst many others.  
 

Portuguese cobblestone; Calçada Portuguesa, the motif 
of this tray, is known as one of the symbols of  

the city of Lisbon – its black and white pattern stretches 
across the city and paves almost every pedestrian 

pathway in town.  
 

 

 
 



 
 

portuguese 
tiles 

Azulejos first came to Portugal in the 15th Century,  
when parts of the Iberian Peninsula were still under 

Moorish rule. The word is Arabic in origin and comes from 
az-zulayj, which roughly translates as “polished stone”. 

 
Although these elaborately-painted Portuguese tiles, fell 

out of favour in the early 20th Century, Lisbon today is 
embracing the art in its murals, museums and metro 

stations by the likes of famous Portuguese artists such as 
Jorge Barradas, Querubim Lapa, Eduardo Nery and Maria 

Keil leading the way with their signature styles. 



Ceramic azulejos tile 
table mat 

Derived from the Arabic word “Zellige”, meaning “polished 
stone”, the word “Azulejo” shows the unmistakable Arabic 

origins of Portuguese Tiles; interlocking curvilinear, 
geometric or florar motifs that imitate the original Roman 

mosaics are at the base of the “Azulejo” art.  
These ceramic table mats are inspired by the old azulejo tiles 

patterns on the façades of Portuguese buildings in Belém.  
Each tile is hand-painted according to the traditional 

techniques and processes of the century XVIII.  
 
 
 

10 different models 

 
 



Portus cale 
soaps gift box 

Castelbel is a medium-sized company headquartered in 
the Greater Porto area, near the valley of the  

Douro river in Northern Portugal.  
It manufactures and sells fine toiletry soaps and other 

luxury fragranced products for the home and body. 
The Portus Cale collection is an eclectic range of the finest 
soaps, body and home fragranced products, handcrafted 

near the beautiful valleys of northern Portugal.  
 
 

4 fragrances: Floral toile (Pink Lily and White Tea),  
White & silver (black fig and creamy pomegranate), 

Butterfly (fresh citrus scents),  
Plum flower (plum flower and white orchid)  

 
Set of 3x150gr of the same soap fragrance  

In cardboard box  

 
 



Price:    
Weight:   
Size:   
Order time:   

 
 

PORTUGUESE TILES 
Voga soap 

 



 
 

Lisbon city 
Chocolate box 



 
 

sardine 
Chocolate box 

Having started in the heart of Oporto, Arcádia assumes itself 
as a factory of craft confectionery, maintaining the tradition 

in its recipes and manufacturing processes, where only 
natural and carefully selected products are used. 

 
Belonging to the Bastos family since 1933, Arcádia has 

always been an important reference to the city of Oporto. 
Nowadays, it is famous for its delicious chocolates, chocolate 

cat tongues, liquor almonds and the Porto Calém bonbons, 
combining the best of Porto Wine and the best chocolate, 

among several other specialties, and which can now be found 
nationwide. 

 
Chocolates can be found in a myriad of shapes including 

roses, hearts and sardines, of course. 



Tinned sardines 
or tuna 

The sardines strolled along the Atlantic coast, caressing,  
up shore, down shore. And, from laughing, stretching, 

shaking and wriggling so much…the coast became  
as we know it to be today.   

The tuna fish would spend their time swimming. One 
day, they decided to compete. They swam and swam and 
swam. No one reached the end. Until today they are still 

searching for the finish line, but none know  
where it may be.  

JOSÉ's original packaging and quirky story has made 
them popular all over the world, having been featured in 

Monocle, Coté Sud, Wallpaper and Marie Claire 
Magazines. 

 
 

4 types: sardines in olive oil, sardines in tomato sauce, 
sardines in olive oil with lemon sauce or tuna fillets  

in olive oil . 
 

Available in a box of 4 or individually. 
 
 

 

 



Tinned cans 
Give emotions 

These original tinned goods are designed by local 
Portuguese artists, and the proceeds of each one  

Amor (love), Saudade (to long someone) and Fé (faith) 
will be donated to a local charity;  

Acreditar, Associação Abraço and APPDA Setúbal, 
respectively. 

 
 
 

Available in a box of 3 or individually. 
 
 

 
 



Wine chocolate 
in cork tube 

This collection of wine chocolates is presented in a solid tube 
made with 100% original Portuguese cork, which is not only a 
perfect package for a perfect gift but also an excellent way to 

preserve the chocolate by taking advantage of corks’s  
thermal qualities. 

 
Enjoy all the original flavors, aromas and textures of the 

World's best wines, trapped in a handmade dark chocolate 
shell with 70% cocoa. 

  
As with wine, these chocolates are dated by year. 

This means that, depending on the yearly harvest, these 
chocolates are also dated making 

them also different and unique. 
Ø4,3x22cm  

 
 

 



Pelcor  
laptop sleeve 

Cork is a national symbol as Portugal is responsible for the 
production of 50% of the world’s cork supply – 

characterized by an elusive scent of dry wood and a smooth 
texture, the Pelcor cork skin is extremely light, waterproof, 
flexible, resistant, insulating and environmentally friendly, 

and these hot colours make them fun and fashionable. 
 

Front in cork, combined with a neoprene back in various 
vivid colours. Zip and interiors are black, giving an urban 

touch to this item. Inside elastic corners for better security 
of the equipment. 

 
 

 

 
 



Portugal icons  
tote bag 

These tote bags have a contemporary design of Portuguese 
landmarks and icons. 

3 models: sardines, Lisbon or tram  

 
 



Notebook with 
azulejos pattern covers 

The covers of these hand-sewn notebooks mimic the 
traditional house façades with azulejos tilesthat can be 

seen all over LIsbon.  
 

All pieces are handmade and unique, using recycled paper 
 2 sizes: A6  or A5 (30pages) 

 
 



Price:    
Weight:   
Size:   
Order time:   

 
 

RONALDO’S 

T-SHIRT 

Cristiano Ronaldo is a Portuguese professional footballer 
who plays for Spanish club Real Madrid and the Portugal 
national team. He is a forward and serves as captain for 

Portugal.  
By the age of 22, Ronaldo had received Ballon d'Or and 

FIFA World Player of the Year nominations.  
 

Often ranked as the best player in the world and rated by 
some in the sport as the greatest of all time, Ronaldo is 
the first Portuguese footballer to win three FIFA/Ballons 

d'Or, and the first player to win four European Golden 
Shoe awards. In January 2015, Ronaldo was named the 

best Portuguese player of all time by the Portuguese 
Football Federation, during its 100th anniversary 

celebrations. 



Filigree 
Jewelry 

Filigree, the ancient art of ornamental openwork wrought 
of fine gold or silver wire, is flourishing in Portugal today 

as it has for generations. 
 

The delicate technique which requires great patience and 
skill, dates back to the third millennium B.C., and has 

been handed down from generation to generation.  
 

In Viana do Castelo in the North of Portugal, a bride will 
wear an astonishing pair of sterling silver Queen Earrings, 

but also two or more gold necklaces around her neck, 
with at least one heart-shaped pendant.  

 
Sharon Stone too has been spotted wearing breathtaking 

filigree pendants. 

Order time:           1 week 
* Subject to availability 



Swatch Lisboa 

Swiss brand SWATCH launched a special Lisbon edition 
featuring the city's most famous landmarks;  

Sé, Rua Augusta Arch, Nº 28 tram, Santa Justa lift, 
Discoveries Monument, Christ the king and the Belém Tower. 

The city's black & white cobblestone designs  
(Calçada Portuguesa), one of the city's symbols, are found on 

the back of the strap, as well as the words Lisboa and 
'Saudade‘. Now you can always wear Lisbon, and its 7 hills  

on your wrist. 

 
 



 
 Some products require minimum quantity, in that 

case, it is specified on the product description  
 Customization always requires minimum quantity 

and may incur additional cost. 
 All offers are subject to availability at the time of 

request. 
 In case of big quantity or customization, prices are 

on request . 
 Prices do not include the VAT.  
 Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon reserves the right 

to revise prices and minimum quantity  
 

If you have any questions about our products and order process, do not hesitate to contact us.  
Thank you 

 

HOW TO ORDER PRODUCTS?  
 


